
small

Large Plastic Zipper bag
Hair gel or Hand Sanitizer
Black Permanent Marker
Buttons
Coloured Foam pieces for eyes and nose
Clear Packing Tape

Materials Needed:

big

Model 'small' and 'big' on the child’s AAC system while drawing the circles.

Winter Sensory Activity: Squishy Snowman

 Take a zipper bag and draw 3 circles on it using the permanent marker.1.

Directions:

2. Put the hair gel, buttons, and foam pieces in the zipper bag and seal it. Secure
the zipper bag to the surface using masking tape.

Model put and in on the child’s AAC system as you fill the bag.
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Tip:     

down

in

up

left

help

Using coloured gel and glitter will make the squishy snowman more exciting

put

right

move

3.  Have children move the buttons and foam pieces to the right spots on the
snowman drawing.

Model the words up, down,  right, and left as you utter instructions or 
comments during the activity. Model 'help' to teach how to ask for help. 
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soft

fun don't like

squishy

4.  Ask the child how the snowman feels as they play with it.
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AVAZ INC is an Assistive Technology and
AAC powerhouse. Through our
technological innovations, we are making
a real difference in the lives of children
and adults across the globe. Our flagship
product Avaz AAC has changed the lives
of over 75,000 users worldwide. Live on
all leading mobile platforms & devices,
Avaz AAC is available in over 15 languages
and counting. 

Avaz’s FreeSpeech app is the world’s first
and only grammar prediction app. It
makes language and grammar learning
fun and engaging for all kinds of learners.
Our MDA Avaz Reader enables children
with to read independently, transforming
them into confident learners - it is
especially great for dyslexic learners. 

Each of Avaz Inc.’s creations focuses on
breaking down socially imposed barriers
in learning and communication. Avaz Inc
is proud to partner YOU in your mission
to make access and inclusion an everyday
reality!

www.avazapp.com
All Rights Reserved

To know more about Avaz Inc and our
products please visit www.avazapp.com
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